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SECOND-ORDER LEARNING AND EDUCATION FOR PEACE

Eva Nordland
and
The Project "Preparedness for Peace"

The project group "Preparedness for Peace" at the Malmö School of Education in Sweden studies ways of helping children and young people to deal constructively with questions of peace and war. As part of this work, experts with special interest and competence in areas related to peace education are interviewed. This publication explores the views of Eva Nordland, Norway, educational researcher and long-time peace activist. — Interviewer: Åke Bjerstedt.
1.

**AB:** As an introduction, could you say a few words about yourself and your interest in fields related to "peace education"?

**EN:** My name is Eva Nordland. As Professor of Education at Oslo University, I participated in developing a new subject area that we call social pedagogy. It was created in cooperation with students as a protest against traditional pedagogy, which we experienced as being far too cause-and-effect-oriented as well as too competition-oriented. We built up something that was intended to be more geared to the complicated, interrelated community, and where people would learn to function in groups, learn to work on solving problems, use theory as a means of solving problems and practice as a means of reflecting on what they themselves saw. It has worked for 16-17 years now, and we're continuing to expand and refine it. That takes second place in my life in relation to number one, which is to be part of a family: I have a husband and four children.

I can't mention a date when I started to take an interest in peace work. To me, it has long been connected with the concept of democracy. I'm not as interested in how democratic political systems are designed as I am in the values on which they are based — in other words, how they handle equality, solidarity and responsibility. Those are the three key words that I associate with the word "democracy" and that I would like to see as fundamental to how I raise my own children as well as to my pedagogy, my professional life.

When I felt that it was difficult to find room for those ideas in the traditional work as it developed at Oslo University, I applied for a job in Denmark and was offered a chair in psychology in Århus. But then a possibility to arrange parallel studies at Oslo University opened up, and since the family didn't want to move to Denmark I had to quit in Århus and start the activities that were to develop into social pedagogy in Oslo. And I've been working with that for almost 20 years now.

**AB:** Perhaps you could also say something about your current work in the area of peace education?

**EN:** In the last few years, peace organizations and environmental groups in Norway have begun to cooperate in the Campaign for the Environment and
Development, which comprises 76 organizations. The other thing that has happened in Norway and in the Nordic countries and that is important to me is the creation of the Alternative Future Project. It is most vital in Norway, but it is a Nordic project initiated by 17 organizations. The aim of the project is to work out ideas and models of, and knowledge about, how alternatives to the existing society can be developed. It's interesting that the pillar of the established society, i.e. Parliament, is supporting us in developing an alternative to the established society; we've been receiving approximately NKr 4 million a year.

In the process of that work, the concept of peace has widened considerably, for me and for other people. It comprises environmental development, solidarity work, human rights and, of course, disarmament. The issues of environmental protection are absolutely central. The concept of peace has expanded so as to encompass a totally alternative social development. Part of our work is founded on an analysis of the values relevant to society in the future: social values should be given priority over material and economic development, and great importance is attached to social, human values, i.e. equality and justice in a global context. It's remarkable to see what a high degree of consensus there is about these matters. One tends to think, occasionally, that this is something I personally have developed for myself in my life, and then one discovers that practically everybody involved shares one's views. That gives an inner conviction that we are on our way.

In this kind of work it's important to make room for hope, hope linked to activity. What's stopping us from sitting down and simply describing all those varying and positive things that exist, rather than make statistics of all the terrible and disastrous things? We need that too, of course, but it's important that we don't just content ourselves with research documenting misery. I'm involved in a project that we call "Participants", where we try to describe generations as participants in their own shared local environment.

In my peace work it's been important for me, among other things, to establish contacts with the Soviet Union, since it has somehow been described as our "main enemy" for quite some time now. When I took part in the peace march from Stockholm to Minsk, I made friends with many people and felt that we were "of the same kind", had the same hopes, the same convictions, the same morals, which, as a matter of fact, I knew beforehand, since I've had many previous contacts.

On a subsequent occasion, when I was in the Soviet Union to give a lecture at the University of Moscow, the Deputy Minister of the Department of
Education was my hostess, and it turned out that she and I walked hand in hand in the peace march in Moscow in 1982. We became friends, and when I met her again at a women's conference, I suggested that we should initiate parallel research where we would chart and describe the positive things that happened, so that we would be able to meet and share our experiences. Very little red tape was required, since we agreed on making such economic arrangements that the issues of currencies did not present a problem. She had two requests: on the one hand, that our first meeting should take place in Oslo and, on the other, that I should use my contacts in the United States, so that people in the USA would also be involved in our project. It was easy to meet both of those requests, and then we went ahead. The American participants were Betty Reardon and her colleagues at the Teachers College in New York. We developed a close, personal teamwork.

2.
**ÅB**: What do you think of first when you hear the words "peace education"?

**EN**: To me, the most important results of peace education in the schools are the pupils' attitudes and expectations, that which is sometimes called second-order learning. Certain factual knowledge and skills are central to a learning situation; they are the immediate content or "the text". The "context" is those habits, attitudes and expectations that develop gradually as a consequence of the text and the atmosphere you work in. I don't want to call something peace education proper as long as it's just a matter of "text" (learning simple facts about war and peace), but only when the "context" is included. Then I use the term "habits" about that which is least at the focus of attention, that which has turned into automatized, unexamined actions. Attitudes are somewhat more conscious, and expectations even more so.

**ÅB**: Two terms have been used in the Swedish discussion: "fredsfostran" (nurturing for peace) and "fredsundervisning" (peace instruction). Would you like to comment on those terms?

**EN**: To me, the term "nurturing for peace" is more oriented towards a wider peace pedagogy input, where the "context" plays a certain role, whereas the term "peace instruction" in its traditional sense is more oriented towards what I call "text". But words change their meanings as you use them, and therefore I don't want us to argue too much about terminology. But I'm not so keen on talking about "nurturing" unless the atmosphere has also been included. You can give peace education in an authoritarian atmosphere, and
you can give it in an atmosphere where the element of competition takes priority; but under those circumstances it's not "nurturing" in my sense of the word. But, as I already said, it all depends on how you choose to define your terms, so definitions are more important than the words themselves.

3. AB: If you think back of your own school days, were there some aspects in your schooling that might be considered an attempt at "peace education"?
EN: I spent my first years at school at a very old-fashioned school in Nordvästlandet. We went to school every second day, and it was our progress in mathematics that determined what grade we were placed in. The most prominent characteristic of our history instruction, as I remember it, was teaching us not to like Danes. That was clearly a non-peaceful element, and I suppose there wasn't much worth calling peace education at that school, even though the school and the area around it were characterized by friendly relations among various local groups.

Later on, things changed. I was a young girl when the war started, and then we got very much involved in discussing democracy. To me, Fascism and Nazism represented the strong despising the weak, which implied that democracy meant respecting weakness and defending the rights of the weak. We saw with our own eyes the conflict between brutal Nazism and a philosophy of life that champions concern for everybody. School had a role to play in that discussion. For example, we had an English teacher who actually taught us politics. As a matter of fact, three of my teachers were killed fighting against the German troops, so we had perspicuous lessons quite close to us.

4. AB: Do you believe that schools in your country, as you know them today, contribute to a "peace education"?
EN: Yes, very much so. Naturally there isn't a very even distribution, and I can't give any percentages. But today many teachers at many schools have a positive attitude to addressing issues of peace in a wide sense. And as far as the environment and development are concerned, we can almost talk about consensus. Here a lot of things have happened during the last five years, maybe especially after the Brundtland Report was published, because now it has become acceptable to take an interest in those questions. In the 70s, people were more concerned about their own position and tended to choose
to take "international understanding", the phrase of the school law, as their starting-point.

At a fairly early stage of my adult life I worked as an adviser to the Ministry of Education, developing texts that might be useful for teachers in their work. The United Nations organization has done a lot to produce materials that were not too controversial. As a NATO country, Norway has, of course, been very sensitive to criticism from the US. Teaching materials were not allowed to contain anything at all that implied a criticism of NATO, especially not anything that ran counter to the military defence. We only reached a certain consensus when guidelines were issued to the effect that the military defence should also be dealt with.

What I myself have been especially involved in as a researcher is the evaluation of the Norwegian ASPRO schools. Students majoring in social pedagogy (and I, as their teacher) travelled around, collected material, conducted interviews and wrote a report on their work. I have been quite impressed by some of the work Norwegian teachers have devoted to these UNESCO-inspired activities. They provide a varied picture of the possibilities of creating peace-oriented work at school.

ÅB: What was the scope of those activities?
EN: They accepted 20 schools, one of the conditions being that the schools should have a special contact with either a local education office or a school of education so as not to burden the small UNESCO office with the administrative responsibility. They meet once a year to share their experiences and to inspire each other, but otherwise it's quite decentralized. The individual school itself (or part of it) is responsible.

5.

ÅB: Do you think it is at all possible for schools to contribute to a "peace education"? If so, what are some of the steps and measures to be taken that you think of first?
EN: Yes. If it is to be genuine education for peace, it's important that the pupils themselves start by solving problems and are allowed to choose for themselves what problems should be dealt with. For the habits, attitudes and expectations that are built up around this area are to become part of their own personality. Therefore they shouldn't just hear about peace work, it shouldn't just be a text without a context. They must take responsibility themselves, have an opportunity to show concern themselves, and to participate themselves, together with the other pupils.
There are plenty of opportunities for such work in Norwegian schools. Our curricula present no obstacles, and a great deal is actually being done. But in order to reinforce this work, it may be necessary to show what other people are doing, give new groups of teachers a chance to see what is going on, so that they realize that there is so much variation that they don't have to do things the way everybody else does them, but that they can take their own situation as a starting-point: What would suit us? What can we do? In that way the process is initiated, and the reward is in the activities themselves: you experience the happiness of being involved in doing things that are headed in the right direction. The teachers may need the support of their senior officials or administrators at the beginning to see whether they can be of any assistance to them in some practical matters.

6. AO: What would be some of the possible differences in peace education approaches among younger and older students in schools?
EN: To me, it's not so much a matter of fundamental differences as what type of projects and problems you choose. Since I attach such great importance to the pupils choosing for themselves, in a way that also takes care of itself. I see essentially the same thing happening in my groups of students of social pedagogy and in junior-level groups at the Norwegian ASPRO schools: when the pupils choose problems that they are absorbed in, knowledge and skills are acquired as a result of solving those problems.
AB: Has there been a discussion in Norway as well of the potential risks of involving children who are too young in certain types of peace education?
EN: Yes, there has, but it's not very relevant if you consider my view of what peace education should involve. The first time a child caresses your cheek, it is somehow an active manifestation of peace, it has something to do with care and cooperation. To me it's self-evident that we should start as early as possible to inculcate habits, attitudes and expectations, but it is done concurrently with a development that's going to take place no matter what.

7. AB: If you were an upper-secondary school teacher in a subject in which you are particular familiar, how would you like to make the students more conscious of and more prepared for problems of peace, within that subject?
EN: Pedagogy, which is the subject I've been teaching, is not very relevant at upper secondary school. But I can mention one method that I like to use and
that should be applicable to many various contexts. Sometimes, when I have beginners in pedagogy and I think they should get to know each other, I give them as their first assignment to talk about themselves as five-year-olds. At first some of them can't remember anything, but then they often come up with fantastic little stories that we can use to illustrate problems of general interest. This method, then, involves reflecting on your own customs, your own experience and comparing that with the experiences of other people. Those who have more experience have a greater responsibility when it comes to contributing new elements to communication. The main responsibility of the teacher is to expand the students' awareness of the problem and help them to see the principles of the individual details.

8. ÅB: In international debates, the terms "disarmament education" and "peace education" have been used, in addition to some other related terms ("global education", "education for international understanding" etc.). Do you have any comments or preferences as to this terminology?

EN: I can't really say that I have any preference, since all those terms remind me of important aspects of the wider concept of peace. When we discuss one of those individual aspects, we should also keep all the other, related ones in mind, not because we should immediately jump over to those other elements but because we should be aware that we haven't got very far, that there are many other issues to deal with. When you have been working with the issues of development for a while, you address the issues of disarmament, and that's when you begin to discern the connection between development and disarmament, thus adding another incredibly important dimension to your peace work.

ÅB: Which term do you yourself prefer to use?

EN: It varies, depending on which group I'm working with. Sometimes the term "international education" is the best one when you want to establish contact. In other contexts it may be better to have "the environment and development" as your starting-point. I use the terms alternately, depending on what I know about my listeners and what I want to achieve in communicating with them.

9. ÅB: In many countries, questions related to disarmament and peace are highly controversial. Would you anticipate any difficulties, for example with
parents and other members of the community, when introducing peace education in schools? If so, what kind of difficulties? Do you see any way out of such problems?

EN: Since peace education was regarded with suspicion in Norway in the 70s, other terms, for example "international education", were often used in those days, for nobody could object to that, especially since it is mentioned in the Norwegian school law. Questioning the national military defence and our membership in NATO was a particularly delicate matter.

If anyone had asked me in 1949 whether I wanted to vote for NATO, I would have said no, because then I was in favour of a Nordic community. But it wouldn't occur to me to bring up that discussion now, because that would mean losing lots of opportunities for communication. In Norway today, over 70% are firmly against the use of nuclear weapons of any kind, but at the same time there are 70% who are enthusiastic supporters of a Norwegian membership in NATO. This is of course a contradiction since NATO has its first-employment doctrine which must be considered to run counter to our attitude to nuclear weapons. Here we have had loyal media who have vindicated the national policy so forcefully that these issues are never brought to the attention of large groups of the general public in Norway.

When you introduce peace education, you should choose those designations that can be accepted by parents, since the important thing is to initiate a process, a process of growth. Certain terms tend to create consensus more easily, giving us an opportunity to speak to and influence each other.

10.

AB: What needs to be done in teacher training in order to prepare future teachers more adequately for the area of "peace education"?

EN: Here I can give a brief answer. Bring up the wide concept of peace with the trainee teachers in the way I mentioned in connection with the pupils, so that the future teachers can get involved in the same process.

AB: To what extent does this take place at present in the training and in-service training of teachers in Norway?

EN: Many schools of education are involved in these activities, and many teachers at schools of education are doing a very good job. But of course there could be more of them, and more could be done. There is a similar situation in the in-service training: a great deal is done, but considerably more could be done. The authorities should provide the incentives for more ac-
11.

ÅB: In many schools, the students represent a variety of nationalities and cultural backgrounds. To what extent would it be possible to use this fact as an aid in education for peace? Would you expect some difficulties in doing so?

EN: There are obvious difficulties, but I would rather attach importance to the possibilities that do exist and that I've seen so many examples of. The cultural minorities at school give us a special opportunity to address important matters in our peace work. They are a resource. But I do realize that there can be occasional problems, especially if you're not aware of how little training Norwegian children have in tackling cultural differences and conflicts.

12.

ÅB: Sometimes the term "global survival" is used to refer to an area dealing both with the risks of nuclear war and with the risks of far-reaching environmental damage through pollution and overuse of resources. How do you look upon dealing with these two categories of risks together in school? Do you have any suggestions as to how the teacher could approach the problem area of environmental damage?

EN: Yes, to me it's quite natural to consider and work with these risks in one context, especially after I studied communication theory, since they are parts of a related system. We have ended up in a vicious circle in our way of looking at ourselves and at others, a way which is characterized by the industrialized countries' arrogant exploitation of advanced technology. Technology implies the ruthless exploitation and exhaustion of areas where people live in poverty, and since they are poor, they themselves are compelled to exploit their area. This leads to hatred and conflicts, which, in turn, increase the risk of armament and war. We have a crisis dynamics where the threat of war and nuclear weapons provides some of the dynamics of the ecological crisis we are experiencing. All these problems should be seen in one context. We must find our way out of this vicious circle and start a new circle, departing from "technology as if people matter", to paraphrase Schumacher, and departing from justice, equality, care, cooperation, democracy and peace.

We also have a "peace dynamics", a type of communication where the
small components have an impact on the larger ones and where we do harm if we keep quiet. If we don't make demands, we are accomplices in the on-going deterioration.

But as educationalists, we must also link our awareness of these problems with hope; otherwise we'll just deprive people of their energy and make them resort to escape mechanisms. These are major important assignments for all of us.

*Note:* This interview was carried out in the natural Scandinavian way, with questions in Swedish and answers in Norwegian. Then it was translated into English.
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